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rnortis. It is not intended to be p@Br $kme*cial contact. If any organlzanon
uses this directory for contac@ag'peopleabout dace events, please be courteous
and credit AMN as the source.This directoty is a Tot of work by a lot of people
and appropriate c d i t should be noted. Some violati- have been noted recently.

jtforris Matters is Ret'

\

Morris Mattrrr. for those who remember the wonderful magazine from Jenny
Joyce, Alan Wheat and tbc Windsor Moms Women in England of a few years
back. is once again about to come back into circulation under the auspices of the
Moms Federation. If the quality ofthe new version is anything like the old new I

highly recommend it to American and Canadian readers. It will be published
twice a yeat, md cost U.00 (send an internationalmoney order available through
the post office. please.) Send the cheque to Beth Neill, 36 Foxbury Road,
Brornley. Kent BR14DQ ENGLAND.

The contact person for the Morris Federation has changed. Sue Swift has
"retired" (?) from the position of Technical Officer, a post she has held for over
ten years. Best wishes to Sue and weloome to the y w Technical Officer:

Jane Shaw, 21 Cavendish Cour1,Hermes PlaceJchester
Yeovil, Somerset, BA22 8JU Englan$
TeI.: 0935 841241

Come spend a summer working, dancing, and swimming at Pinewoods Camp.
For those of you new to Pinewoods, it is a traditional dance and music camp for
adults and families, near Plymouth, MA. The camp is on a beautiful forested site
between two freshwater ponds. The camp season includes several sessbns wifi
ritual dance programs.

I

Crew members live at camp and work from early June through Ubr Day. They
have some opportunities to patticipate in the programs.
Positions available: cooks, cook assistants, kitchen clean-up crew, and grounds
crew. Applicants to volunteer also welcome.
For &tails, write to: Susannah Diamondstone, Manager, Pinewoods Camp, Inc.,
*
P.O. Box 193. Btattleboro, V T 05302
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Note: all abbreviaticws an as in Bacon.

Sequence-WkR; FU;DF;BB; DF;PD;DF;PU;DP; DR;DP; W, DI:

I lrll l rlrr I llrr I ftj I Irll l rlr- l llrr l ftj l

During the pause, remain stendig on r foot with 1 foot raised in front. (This is a
Kid of sobriety test, consistent with tht theme of the song.)
singing (replaces 0Yj; strike at end. Sing:
I

We never eat fruitcake because it has rum/ And one little bite turns a
man to a bum / Oh can you imagine a sadder disgrace / Than a man
in the gutter with crumbs on his face?
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Morris Dance teams -- LIARS AND DRUNKARDS. -- Margaret Kelly&93$:;
-Hde-in-ihc-Bog. ;31mzl
=. =-.+&--- z-=3F
a 2 :k:hw a Nwd h & &
;>:G:--:;. about why you're mdIy doiig this.
John Seatan, ex-Betty. o&.$FF
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This article is an exweme condensation of my master's h s i s ,

"The Shape of
Rituel: Fools. Betties and Hobbiis in Midwestern Morris Dgncing" wrintrl,.
for the Thoatre D e p m n t of the University of Wisconsin at Madison in thit-;
spring of 1990 (my advisor insisted that I have my defense on May 1). Givec
the n a m e of the beast, l'm sun thata lot .of
since I wrote the thesisibtR&&
spirit in which it wa

Most earlier studies of morris ( s e e s h a w k Forg*.
$?@-aSd,g$h&s)
concentrate on the history and choreography of English rnbrnS-dan~i"iig..-$&~~.
interest was in contemporary American morris teams and how they aj&y
morris to create their own tradition. The earlier studies mention individud
people only when they are considered "important" for one reason or another;;.
like William Kemp or William Kimber. For the most part, though, t*:
participants seem to have been ignored. as if the dancing had been somehowmagically brought to life by the sheer forces of tradition and history. M&
focus was on individual performers and their contributions. and mork,
specifically on what Sharp called the "extra characters." What makes t h e s r
characters important, and not extra at all, is the bridge they create betww-n$,e_.
dancers and the audience. Often the relative success or failure o f a @g m
contingent upon the characters and how well their bridge is built.
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rveiws with members

ne important negative piece of information I gathered was that

I

said. "Like a lot of people I have never de
a comic fasion.
"I'm not sure I'm c
Fool for Oak Apple Moms, said, "it's a
you're in a set, you're dancing with fi
Fool, you're basically dancing with yo
their routines and how they developed them, the answers fell into fop
categories: improvisation, research, rehearsal and observation. By far tlg,
most common method was improvisation, occasionally coupled with ti$.
observation of other Fools. A third of the Fools, regular, past and occasion&
said they improvised all their routines. Only one person used a combinatiq
of rehearsal and improvisation, but said that, '*occasionallyat practice I wi$,
ask. ..the team to do a specific dance 'cause there are things that I want to d -;
...But very rarely. .they. .[arent]. .really receptive to practice FoolingF:
These four categories can be somewhat misleading, since many Fools h a m :
similar kinds of routines, and there is a sense of group absorption about the*
Many of them follow naturally upon the movements of the dancers or
attitudes of the crowd, and it is inaccurate to assume that "improvisatiog.
means "making it out cd whole cloth."
improvisations take account of the cont

. ."

.

.
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members through the dance, playing tricks on the dancers such as ta&g&&
hats. tickling them, dusting off their shoes, etc.. and playing up for t b :
audience's benefit some aspect of the dance, such as joining in on the chorus #
a stick dance with a fly swatter or a balloon. The kinds of routines generally
fell into two categories: those involved with the dance and those not involvgP
with the dance. Whether a Fool spends time inside the set seems to depeg&e
how good a dancer he or she is.
.-----. .
i%i-~

ga&:dmm
c:

ple felt very stongly that the Fool should always
e t ,anv
some that it was important but not paramount, and others that ~t
that important. Jeff Campbell, Fool for Merry Heymaker
ity. Missouri when I did this research (it is my understanding tha
onger the Fool), has arthritis in both knees and does not dance
ough most Fools were regular dancers on the team, being a dancing

...

it's d a m hard work. When you dance, you're either on or off. As a
character yorl'n always on."U
Midwestern American Fooling seem to have not set pattern, but follows the
rule that if it seems good, try it, and if it is good, keep it. Fools adapt to their
team, their geography, their performance season and their gigs. There is a
sense, however, that this relaxed attitude on Fooling is producing inferior
Fools: "What needs tobe changed is rhe fatuous belief that if a person puts on
a funny costume they become per se amusing. .providing character comic
relief is a hard-learned SKILL.. ."I3 "Inexperienced Fools of all types have a
tendency to upstage the dance. ."I3 "I've seen characters try to interact with
the dancers and just get in the way, not adding anything good to the show.'"'
"Most are either dull or pay little attention to their effect on the dancers.'"'

.

.

Despite this kid of comment, most people liked the idea of having a Fool and
felt that with practice most could become good. On the other hand. I sensed
very strongly that having a Fool that practiced was unappealing. One dancer
said, "everybody wmts to be this serious, glamorous Moms dancer and if the
urgc,strikes that to act out for attention, he/she does, but he/she will not
c m i t to the role and practice for it."" This attitude is one aspect of the
struggle many moms dancers seem to encounter between the idea that it ought
to look as professional as possible and the idea that this is a non-professional
perfomlmet.

BETTIES,

--

"What in the hell is that!" a radio announcer on a live talk
show in Grew Bay, Wisconsin, at h e approach of the Bemy.
Betties were the rarest characters on midwestem teams. It's not clear whether
this is because people thought they were less important, or bemuse the Betty
isn't really understood anymore, or for other reasons. Definitions of the
Betty-fellinto two basic categories. Some people felt that the purpose of the
Betty was not togn anything,but metely o
t
the manEwornan. and dl
&at a Betty need do is wear a dress; the rest will follow automatically. Others
felt that the Betty was a "female" Fool (and even that the P d , Betty and
Hobby are interchangeable). When Rudd Rayfield joined Minnesota

Traditional Moms, he did sci as a Betty, and when Nick Lethert retired, Rudd
took over. "I was the Betty becasue it was awkward to have two Fools. .I
Bettied sort of as my. . .Fooling apprenticeship.""

.

Of those involved in the research I did, only four had ever Bettied regutarly.
and three arc now retired. Greg Winz, who has Bettied only once, said. "I
would do it again if it were far enough away that I'd only be dealing with
perfect strangers. .I don't mind being ridiculed by people I'll never see
again."" Very few people wanted to be a Betty, but a lot of people liked the
idea of someone else on their team being a Betty. At the 1989 Midwest.
Morris Ale I saw a Betty with Prairie Waves Morris, and when I told him that
I had not known Prairie Waves had a Betty, he replied. "Neither did I until
this morning when they told me to put this dress on." John Seaton told me
that "he [David Titus] walked in and said we want you to be our Betry, would
.
you mind going out and buying a dress?""

.

'

'

In terms of routines, Betties again fell into two categories, which matched the
categories defining purpose: those who stand at the periphery of the dance and
are mostly looked at, and those who Fool. Betties are somewhat more
hampered physically than Fools because of their skirts, but it does not prevent
them from either fool dancing or dancing in a set. Ex-fool Bob Lasseter
recalled that he and John Seaton would sometimes "play like we didn't knbw
morris dancing, and try to make a fourth couple. . .We found. . .with him a
tight dress trying to do leapfrog always worked well."" John Seaton, a nandancer, talked about playing the crowd: "I would pretend to kiss the women,

Most people felt that tbc qualities which made a good Fad, a sense of humour.
a thick ski%tly abiLityYwM& to y d delJ witb people, a c . , would also make a
good Betty, with the exception thatmt as many p p l e thought being able to
d m was important. The one unanimously agreed-on qualification for being
a Betty was to have a beard of soye kind, or at h t a mustache.
Some people weren't sure the Betty really had a place in contemporary
American ~ocriadaqcing, One dancer said, '"@e Betty is an.anachmnistic
sumfval, which 1 do not 'understand.' With so mucb mo&m focus on
hanosexuality I am.- suw of the rpore a n ~ relevaace
k ~
of thc manhNomn
. chanrctet or its 'meaning' can survive."'

"The hobby-horse.
mythological reason."
Bog.

. .he's

them for undceineated

-- Frederic filler, Fool, Hole-in-the-

.

"The ~ o b 4bh d~d be. .faintly obscene."
Oak Apple Mo+s

-- Barbara James,

The Hobby was clearly seen as the most familiar, non-threatening, easily
identifiable and easily definable of the the three characters. Some people

attributed a mystical, sexual aspect to the Hobby-Home, and while this may be
a true representation of its historical meaning, & has very little to do,
practically speaking, with today's Hobby-Horses. Almost everyone felt that
the Hobby was the main link between the audience and the dancers, and that
the Hobby's main jos was to gather crowds and talk to crbildren.
Of the twenty-seven people who said they bad been or were one of the
charactera, Uaecn are or were Hobbies. The Hcibby is considered the easiest
oftkthtcetoksadjf a teamhas'only oneof tBtthree it kmost likely tobe
a Hobby. This does not decesdecessarily rrrean somc~neis always oing to be the
Hobby; as one dancer mid, "I think that to begin with, (weJha a hobby made
and a Fool's shirt because they w e n 'traditional' even though no one really
knew what to do with them.'"

d

Most Hobbies said they did it because they liked children and talking with
people, althmgh a few felt ihat tbey were "s&tihrtingP because they did not
feel confident about Fooling or Bettying. One Hobby said, "I warlted to be a
Fool. .but when I fint proposed trying to be a Pod. .[the squirel just said,

.

Knowles. questionnaire.

.

oh, no, you're not a good enough dancer. you can't be a Pool yet.'" Some
Hobbies named Fools as their role models, and quite often H M i e s will fool
with the other characters, the dancers and the audience. But everyone who
Hobbied,
whether they began because they had been coaxed. they couldn't
i
dance, someone needed to. or it was a substitute for Fooling, continued to
Hobby because they liked it.
Some Hobbies who are dancers as well find themselves faced with the problem
4 of dividing their time between Hobbying and dancing. A Pool can easily join
set, and a Betty can hitch up his skirt without much trouble, but getting in
out of a Hobby animal is more than the task of a moment. People felt that
some of the magic of the Hobby is lost if the audience sees it come off. Larry
Kleugh. one of the regular Hobbies for Minnesota Traditional Moms, says.
"you ought to go out of sight.. .a child in particular, but nobody really, ought
to see you take off the horse. .I'll. .find a tree. . .disassociate myself from
crowd."%

:,

&

.

.

3akc F m l suggested that the Hobby might be a way for a person to be a

f character (different from the rest of the team) without danger (exposing him

or herself to ridicule), that "the Horse gives them a safe distance from the
audience. They can approach the audience with this cuddly toy around
them."n
Because of size, few Hobbies interact with the set, with the exception of
For many Hobbies this is the
extent of their interaction with the dancers, and they spend the great majority
of the time with the audience. Hobbies which are built for it will often take
small children for rides, although as one Hobby put it, "often the children that
are small enough to ride comfortably are too afraid to do it."=

r.d
- 1 dancing down the open space left by a hey.

3Sometimes the Minnesota Traditional Morris Hobbies. whose animal is a
Unicorn, will play off the combined aspects of a men's team and the sexuad
s:=---.34 connotations
of both unicorns and Hobbies: "I call it a horse. People s
that's a unicorn,' and I say. 'Aha! So. you can tell!"'=
.:

;
i
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On the fl
Patricia Sanford, who often Hobbies for Oak Apple Moms, says, "sometima
q it's fun to pick on adolescent boys, you know, you go up to them and you &.

~ € 2
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something, and they're ignoring you, 'cause it's not cool, and you embarrass
them, and that's fun.""
Since Hobbies spend so much of their time in the audience. they also often do
much of the explaining about what moms dancing is, and therefore Hol$ks
are sometimes more knowledgeable than other members of the team about
morris history. On the other hand, not knowing anything about morris
history doesn't v
r
n to prevent people &hamcter or dapcerl from speaking
knowledgeably on the subject.
Because the Hobby is the most common and easily mastered of the three
characters, then is a feeling among some Hobbies that they ("they" sometimes
means only Hobbies and sometimes includes Fools and Betties) are not really
treated as if they are part of the team, as if they are important. It is true that
most people feel, as Cecil Sharp did, that the characters are "extra" and "arc
there to accent the d a n c e r s a ~ e r upstand or disrupt."" However, other
people felt that "the attitude of our team is that the Hobby isn't t y that
important. .This idea that people say, 'You're not doing anything, why don't
you go put on the [Hobby],' belittles the [Hobbfl, it's like having one of us just
.
-.
' .
go and Fool."" ' *

.

END THOUGHTS
When 4 began this project I was really excited by the idea of all these dancers
pouring information about themselves and their thoughts on moms into my
tape recorder and mailbox. I found out a couple of things: on a big scale, a
lot of moms dancers make fun of their own commitment to the ritual of
moms; on a personal scale, I discovered that the more I talked and read and
listened, trying to discover what made the magic, the less magical it became,
until when I finally sat down to write my thesis I was f o r d to remove myself
from it to a large degree. Arthur Knowles wrote to me and said, "I am
reminded of taking with Moms dancers in England. Ask them what it
and they're liable to look at you as if you had three heads. You do it because
it has always been done and must be d m and that is its meaning."" I think
we late twentieth-century American morris dancers face some problems in
Wms of our traditions. Since we don't have traditions of the kind and length
that the English do, we havc to keep our eyes and minds open -- we makcit up
.--

4

have ace&ion
or
wdl, wwld -W,%s

oc&sion of Sorrie- I k l i that went really
&st iRuentt&&&&Wb&tiw!'@
F* .wsa ~ r e ix
r cC
a stmchrte and a set of

F

's is all by way of saying that it's very hard to say exactly what morris
bout, and by extension tk charectcrk can also become vaguely d e f d . We
augh at the idea. that our proximity.causes crops to grow and woman to
&come pregnant, but wc oontinxle to tell pople that it does, and. we are not
tirely paying lip service to tbc idea. The d i k w lies in tbc fact that we
ant to know what it 'is we're doing and why, but although that bowing is
'appropriate and gratifying and useful, on another level the knowing
d i i i s h e s the importance. As John Stott. a member of Oak Apple Mods,
&mys
when the audience is clearly at a loss and some of us want to
them, "Who cans if they h o w k t a t we're doing? They should just
it& mTi

b e characters, the basic conclusion that I drew when I wrote my
thesir was that most people wanted them, but few people wanted to do it
themselves, few people were really sure exactly what they were for, and few
people wanted to put in the effort to make them successful. Not a particularly
heartening conclusion, I admit. but I also had the feeling that a lot of the
midwest teams were either getting started, falling apart or going through
s t m e kind of growing pains, so perhaps the lack of support for characters is
more understandable. Mavbe in a few wars someone else will need a master's

d

The Morris Dance and The Elizabethan Stage"
By P.A.M. Borys

In the last issue, we explored the transition of the Moms dance as a court
entertainment to an integral part of parish ales and local May-Day
celebrations. One stage of the journey from court to country which was not
covered was the dance's frequent appearance on the Elizabethan stage and
emergem ash guild or civic activity. Guilds or M y trade unions have long
been recognized for their contribution to the sponsorship and development of
drama which was commonly presented at large public celebrations.% In our
quest to learn more about the dance's past, we'll look at the types of moms
dances that were portrayed on the Elizabethan stage. The stage with its
talented dancers and actors was a natural place to showcase the dance and the
guild became the natural place to numue and further develop the dance. Guild
members danced for both professional and civic pride. Some M6ms traditions
like those of Headington Quarry owe their preservation to guilds.%

Before we explore the morris dance o r more properly dances of the
Elizabethan stage, it is important to note that we don't know how these dances
were footed and what music provided its accompaniment. People from all
strata of society step to the moms in all seasons and both men and women
participate. Ibc only technical description of a morris is found in the sixteenth
century Orchesographie by Thoinot Arbeaun which describes a jig often
performed at court which seems to give rise to shin splints! lhis dance bears
little resemblance to the 6et dances of the Cotswolds we know and love so
well.

...

and here 1'11 be,
And there I'll be, for our town, and here again,
And there again. Ha boys, heighfor the weavers!
(ILiii. 4 W 9 )

5

& banished nobleman witnesses the rehearsal and Shakespeare ably contrasts
-3-
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p, social identity, and friends with the c h i c pride,
of the dancers. When the dance is slated to begin in
olmaster. four countrymen, another dancer dressed as an ape,
and a taboret enter and begin to ready themselves for the
11 of a sud&n, they realize ?hatthe sixth woman is missing and

interweaving and interdependence of men and women h a world where love
alienates the principal characters. The dancers are rewarded aot with one but
with twenty maypoles and money for their decoration.
The continued association of morris dancing and May festivities led to
establishment of the morris in spring traditions. In Summer's Last Will and
Testamen&%written by Thomas Nashc in 1600, morris dancers appear in the
Dromaris Personae, This play manages to depict both the morris as a spring
tradition and the objections voiced by Puritans. Here, the moms provides a
source of humor as the dancing is so inept. The presence of the morris alSo
ininflames
tbc
. curant debate of its propriety apd vajuc tq society.
- .
-,.?--. -.
.,
...
As Autumn approaches. Suinfner reiilizes lie must ail and make a will.
Seeking a deserving heir, Summer asks the other seasons to demonstrate their
worthiness. Spring proudly displays "the Hobby horse and the morris dance."
Summer is dismayed as Spring continues to coach the dancers who obviously
don't know what they're doing. An onlooker exclaims, "Beshrew my bit of
a number of ill legs. I never saw worse dancers" (I. 219-220). In response to
Summer's chiding, Spring replies that he has spent what he had on "spom...
which are proper to the Spring" (1.225-227). Summer's disapproval reflects
the growing pressum exerted on public revelry.
./

In Women Pleased Fletcher and Beaumont place the morris dance as in
integral part of the Italian spring rituals. Soto (whose name means fool)
rebukes a young lord, Silvio, for appearing before him "unmomsed." He

asks:
Where are your bells, then?
Your rings. your ribbands,friend and your clene here napkins
(hankies)
Your nosegay (bunch ofji'owers) i~ your hat pinned up?

..
€

-

Silvio excuses himself on the grounds of ignorance while the other morris
dancers and hobby horse enter. As they begin to dance, there is a general call
to arms. Thc captain attempts to break up the dance and draft the May Lord
Soto. Silvio volunteers to take Soto's place in banle so that the dance may
continue. Unfomnately, the man playing the hobby horse experiences such a
sudden puritanical fit that he refuses to "mount rhis beast of Babylon again."
Soto finally overcomes his friend's doubts with a series of threats. The dance
is f i l l y completed and the peasants leave for the harvest feast. Here the use
of impediments preventing the dance's initial performance heightens the
-From the MrksdThomas hbshe, R.B. McKenaur, ed.. (London: Sld~~id(
and Jackson. Ud..

In fact, the perception of the moms as an essential spring ntual,&vclops
rather quickly on the popular stage. While the moms had only been a part of
the parish and spring celebrations for one hundred years, in the seventeenth
century it begins to acquire an uncontested antiquity.

s delivered by Nobody, a faceless character:

You know how: piper play
And let nobody hence away (11.3-14.44-49)

compariparipg
them-with fairies:

&ink @tc Rad ken_suchdrlight
In iiny mriliu71 &rrC, @ly doc cclpcr
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Like g~rartq&ries &t@e igst;-by.my .lu@gl@wod,
A d by&&
MiiIhmmt Tingle-#& k , @llea~mtsounds]
~ .vi.
the end$@-&$ml@oiy
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Skip it cmd trip it, nimbiy,ticMs is, sickle it, liistil~iwith

ent3uLEiaPnr)
Strike wp the Tuberfor the wm+&f~vow~ isoil. it lmtily.
ticBe it lus$Iy,
Let us be seen on Hygole Grecne, ro dance for the honour of
Holloway (pcrrts OfLimhW}.
Shce we qrc cdnt mr,fees sgart#r no (shoe] leather
To dariccjrorthe fWaW'of H o ~ l ~ ~(E.
v u 1.5347)
y
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i
r Edward Fortune praises theit sii~gfS&
and d a d * m& invites them in for
drinks. Mammon, the personification of qraed, @Fuses to give anything to
the dancers. A lengthy dimssibn be-"Fo+ne
%h~&mgiensues
c?
about
the proper use of Mohey. J&k Dri@&i'ts
Pffis-gW~y
discussion with
the news thiit'one of the dangrs has %0detWcen'i@,.d4+~tbe Morris from
Hygate to Hollowayh but iq aplpgmtiy rolling d;ownb@%i q3er heel from
drink. This may be a refererTce to the mom's dam&% William Kemp, a
well-known Shakespearcgn,actor, who danced from London to Noryich in
nine dipa

-

Fellowship of a different kind is exhibited by ?hedancers of the Shoemaker's
Holiday (1600) by Thomas Dekker. Here the dancers are all members of the
Shoemakers' Guild and dance at the installation of the Lord Mayor. The
Mayor rewards them with beer money. At the instaUation feast, the dancers
again perform with hankies. At one point in the play. the dancers are
referred to as "Mesopotamians" which may indicate that they were dancing in

ve leash of new bells."
supply a new bridle.
successful enough to
h themselves from the
r, and base bells.%e

danced by man and woman, peasant and noble, friend and guild brother and
probably share little in conunon with the morris as we know it. It has been
useful to look at the record of the morris dance on the stage not so much for

.

.

clues to the dance's earlier history--but to see the rmts of qualities for which
the morris is known and loved-a dance which belongs to its community*
danced with pride by those who enjoy good beer and good camliraderie.

A NOTE ON EARLY MORRIS
By Dick Lewis
and Sponsorship." AMN
Nov./Dcc., 1990) says; "Ahhough popular on the continent, the Moms stlrfaces
in England only in 1494 during the reign of Henry VII." By "surfaces" Boys no
doubt means something like "appears as a described enteaainrnent." That might
be true, but it will be interesting to see how far back into English history such
research may yet push this entertainment's "first appearance."

P.A.M.Borys ("Historical Change&in Morris Cos-

-

Theereis at least one earlier reference, from June. 1461. which suggests that by
then Morris was somewhat familiar in England. In 1459, one of the best Imown,
cruelest and richest of English generals during the last stages of the Hundred
Years War in France, died. Sir John Fastolf, whose well-known name
Shakespeare later amusingly changed to John FaIstaff,'had gained considerable
wealth through his French campaigns and, by 1440, had built a great home,
which he named Caister Castle, near the East Anglian coast a few miles north of
Yarmouth. At his death, a prominent Norfolk attorney and landowner named
John Paston both inherited title to Caister and was named executor of Fastolf s
will.
In June, 1461; Paston drew up an inventory of Fasblf's moveable goods, and

among item3 lisWlinder the beading "Anas Hangings"
,
- is the following:

*
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Item, eight side-hangings of arms, some large and some small; one is
the seige of Phalist, another of the shepherds and their wives,
another of the morris Bance, another of Jason and Lanabt, another .
of a battle....
to "the mossis dancre" certainly sounds
i o Paston. G h n Fastolf's residency in

.---------
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France in the 1420's and 30's and his continental taste in decorating and
furnishing his fortified home, the hanging might have depicted a French or
German figure. Such hangings were, of course, very much a product of the
continent. It is also possible that it depicted English figures, as in the Betley
Window. In any event, if it was familiar enough to a little-traveled nouvcau r i c h
like Paston--he was never on the continent--the dance's familiarity to him may
have come from its frequent appearance at court, where Paston spent most of his
time in the years before inheriting Caister.
Caister has long since been nduced to little more than rubble. Almost all of its
contents, in fact, were carried off by Pastan enemies during the family's long
struggle to take possession of what they'tbought they had inherited. (By the time
his son gained full legal ownership. it was a grand ruin.) But for maybe 20 years.
there hung on a wall a woven tapeslry presaging the Betley window. Maybe it's
still somewhere in East Anglia, a threadbare, tattered link between the English
Morris and its continental origins.
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MUMMING IN PORTLAND. 1990
The Portland Morris concluded another successful mumming season, with a
solstice performance at the Oregon Museum of Science and Lndustry's Winter
Solstice Festival on December 21st. It was the last of a string of 12 performances
in houses and public venues, including the Portland City Club. This year. more
liberties were taken with the script--we had a rap king of Egypt, for example ("In
comes I, the Egyptian king; better watch out while I do my thing"), awesomely
played by Portland Morris' Squire. Ron Swick.
The highlight was again the showstealing personality of our televangelist doctor
("rocking and a reeling, rise to the ceiling, no fraud before Gawd. throw down
your cane and be free of your pain!"), performed by annual interloper Tom
Tower. And a cast of thousands, including Meg Larson as the venerable Lady
Greensleeves. Janet Hopper as a Keystone Cop St. George, Alan Shusterman as
the Turkish Knight, and Teri Kaliher. understudy (who got to play three
aracters before the run was over). The all-important sound effects were
'lliantly contrived and performed by Joe Hersig.
s ;l
Portland show included recitations e
Morris stick
."Audiences
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scheduling an event or including a se
festival?
Correspondence with Australia has yielded a newsletter from the Australasi
Morris Ring with a detailed listing of monis teams in Australia. New Zealand.
Hong Kong, Solomon Islands and Fiji. Recent travelers to Australia have reported
that "Stringy Bark and Green Hide." a folk magazine that used to c+y listings of
Australian and New Zealand groups, is not readily available. The 1991 contact
for the Australasian Moms Ring is Peter Waugh (Ballarat City Morris), 408
Windermere St., Sth., Ballarat, Victoria 3350. Australia. Peter inspired us to try
some aggressive recruiting of new members through public workshops and
paidjpublic service advertising. Ballarat City Moms also did TV and radio ads
and perfonnames, flyers and special beginners nights. It worked! They got nine
new members. Meme Mac is still trying. Four person morris dances can be
quite...interesting.
Yancy Winneg, Scribe
VANCOUVER MORRIS MEN
In addition to being thoroughly enjoyable, our tour of England last summer
proved to be a very valuable educational experience. This experience has had a
positive effect on the side, focusing our
development.
Ever since the Squire's visit to England in 198
idea of Border Morris. However, the team's
Morris Men and Old Wonder Not for Joes finally tipped the balance and a
commitment was made to jump fully into the Border Moms waters.'- -+*T:s&
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We now perform Border Morris exclusively during the Fall and Winter period
(specifically. between the times of turning the clock back and tuming the clock
forward). We have developed an entirely different kit (modeled very much on
SilutianFs) and disguise our faces with burnt cork.
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Our objective for the 1990-91 FalWinter season was to learn and perform a set
of traditional dances from Herefordshire. Gloucestershire, Worcestershire and 1kL
Shropshire. We have also developed the obligatory Border band, comprising ;-.;.$
melodeon, concertina, pipe-and-tabor, trombone and assorted percussion - I?
instruments.
In addition to the Border Morris, we have launched ourselves fully into
mumming and seasonal singing.

2s:

Consequently, we have been very active during the FalVWinter period, dancing
out at least twice a month, on average. Our numbers have now swelled to about
eighteen.
We started practicing our S p k ~ gand Summer Cotswold dances in January,
although we will not be daacing them "out" unal Spring arrives. We have decided
to continuekith Bampton, but are concentratin'g on the Shergold style (again
Wig influenced by our experiences in England last summer). We also hope to
add Ascot-under-Wychwood and (maybe) Eynesham to our reperloire, if we have
time.

....

Other things of interest

We had a veiy informative Lichfield workshop last July by a visitor from Green
Man's Morris Men & England ("custodians" of the Lichfield tradition for the
Morris Ring).
On March 3, we will have John Kirkpatrick in town giving a workshop on border
Moms (Shropshire Bedlam's style).
Graham Baldwin, Squire
RAVENSWOOD. CHICAGO
The moms scene here in Chicago is certainly booming. Ravenswood, after
existing for years on the leanesfof pickings.-is now &joying the luxury of an
embarrassment of moms dancers. Elliot and J migrated here from Ann Arbor a
few years ago and there is now frequent and affecgonate traffic between the two
cities. Andy BuLlen is the God-Foreman, your humble correspondent selves as
Princess-Squire, and Doughs Allohin (regialaally famous) continues as an
incomparable Baghwan. We are conmtrathg on mington, a new tradition for
us through courtesy of the Bells of the North,teaching our promising crop of
beginners and looking forward to a busy, fun-filled wnmer. We've a h o picked
up fiddler Jody Lepinot and guitarist Paul Woodman,another couple of legacies
from Michigan. There will be traditional Chicago May Morning at the Adler
Planetarium,(dance and freeze bv the Lakd. outdoor festivals. the usual round of
ales and othe; summer outings i d two, c&t 'em, two weddmgs are planned
for later in the vear. 1991 will be a banner xmr IP
Ravenswood. certainlv. Also.
will please most of 6s.
there should be.1ot.s of shopping o p p o ~ t & swhich
,
Douglas and I would like to thank our Twin Cities friends for a toasty warm
r e c e p t i ~ ~ a noutrageously
d
good t h e at the Midwinter Ale and Twelfth Night
., .
Party this year. Yum.
29.

b y preparing for the 1991 Ale. We have sent postcards to tfy and'
d e t d n e intcrfrt--soon you'll be receiving a more detailed rcqueU for
information; W e have received permission from Kansas City Parks and
Recreation
at seven1 sites here in the Kuuru City u#.And. of wumc,
w*restill
for ways to help bring tho c a t of the Ale down. If you are
interested Wttending the Ale, and would like more information. I ckn be
Icachd at tbe&drm below.
We M Y&

J
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